
 

MICHEL MAILLIARD 

 
  

ertus, the village in Champagne’s famous Côte 

des Blancs, has been the home of the Mailliard 

family for four generations. The first commune of 

Champagne in the Marne department, Vertus and 

its terroir of 500 hectares is classified Premier Cru.  

 

Although the wine tradition is the thread of the family 

history, and while the first official references date back to 

1894, the real founder of the House is Alexis Mailliard, born 

more than a century ago. Today, the third and fourth 

generations, Michel and Gregory respectively, take care of 

the 23 hectare (55 acre) family vineyard. Half of the vineyard 

plots are in Vertus and the surrounding area and are planted 

mostly to Chardonnay. 

 

Michel Mailliard is a complex man. Besides being a vigneron 

and champagne maker, he is an innovator, entrepreneur, and 

leader with a touch of politician. While his name is unknown 

in America, among the champagne producers of Vertus, he 

is a very prominent figure. Decades ago, Michel’s father saw 

many of his neighbors with small vineyard plots of very good 

quality grapes in need of a better place to produce their 

champagnes. So, he created one of the first in champagne of 

what we call today “custom crush facilities”. These types of 

facilities are now common place in many wine regions 

around the world, helping artisan producers and garagists. 

Over time, the small start-up grew to house the current state-

of-the-art champagne producing equipment and perfect 

storage facilities. Each vigneron controls the production of 

his/her champagne separately from the other 170 producers.  

 

A number of years ago Michel turned his focus to further 

expanding and developing his family vineyards and brand 

Champagne Michel Mailliard. The objective of the House is 

to grow and create champagnes that reflect the vision and 

sensory cues that have been passed on from father to son. 

Until recently, Champagne Michel Mailliard was only 

available in France, sold mostly to private customers and 

poured in restaurants in Paris. Michel and his son, Gregory, 

are dedicated to presenting to the world their highly precise 

expressions of Champagne. 

 

Gregory manages the vineyards and the harvest. He stands 

side-by-side with his father learning the craft of champagne 

making - the Mailliard way. The two have total control of 

their champagnes made at the custom crush facility. Michel 

owns the winery and all of the fruit he uses is estate fruit. All 

the equipment he uses is solely used by him. However, 

because there are others making wine at his facility, he must 

label his wines RC, Récoltant-Coopérateur (wine purchased 

back from the group facility). 

Champagne Michel Mailliard offers six different cuvees. We 

decided to begin our journey with the House by offering two 

of them, Cuvée Brut Gregory and their flagship Mont Vergon 

Vintage Brut Champagne. We later added a rosé champagne, 

Cuvée Alexia.  

 

Michel uses only first press (cuvée) juice to make his base 

wines. He blocks malolactic fermentation to maintain purity, 

minerality and precision in his champagnes. 

 

Cuvée Gregory Brut is made from 95% Chardonnay and 5% 

Pinot Noir. Residual sugar at dosage is quite low, generally 

around 5.5 g/L. Aged 3-5 years in the bottle prior to 

disgorgement, Cuvee Brut Gregory displays very fine 

bubbles, is mineral driven, delicate, elegant and long on the 

finish.  

 

Mont Vergon Vintage Brut is from a single vineyard plot and 

made only in exceptional vintages. It is 100% Chardonnay 

(Blanc de Blancs) and aged 7-8 years in the bottle prior to 

disgorgement. Residual sugar at dosage is generally 9 g/L, 

making it still quite dry. Mont Vergon Vintage Brut is tightly 

wound, displaying intense minerality and showing very 

persistent flavors with a hint of yeastiness. The structure is 

amazing and the finish is very long. Awarded numerous gold 

medals at prestigious tastings in France, Mont Vergon 

Vintage Brut is becoming known among its peers as a very 

high level cuvee. 

 

Cuvée Alexia Rosé Brut was named after Michel Mailliard’s 

daughter, Alexia. It is 90% Chardonnay, 10% Pinot Noir all 

from Premier Cru vineyards. The color is attained by 

blending in a portion of still red wine. The Cuvée Rosé 

Alexia lives up to all you expect from a noble and prestigious 

wine. A perfect effervescence or fragrances instantly 

develops in the mouth. Hints of strawberries and raspberries, 

of fudge and Tarte Tatin. Residual sugar at dosage is 

generally 7 g/L. 
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